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Chargeability under section 4 is a pre-condition for invoking transfer pricing 

provisions 

Executive summary 

In a recent ruling, the Delhi bench of the ITAT (Tribunal) brought out two key principles: first, 

interest income can be taxed only on payment or receipt basis; and second, before invoking 

transfer pricing rules, one needs to check whether or not the income arising out of an international 

transaction is taxable in India.  

Facts 

 The appellant (TMW ASPF Cyprus), a private limited company incorporated in Cyprus, is in the 

business of making investments in the real estate sector. The appellant, in the year 2008, had 

made investments in independent third party companies (investee companies) in India 

engaged in real estate development, vide fully convertible debentures (FCCDs).  

 As per the inter-company agreement between the appellant and the AE, the appellant was 

entitled to a coupon rate of 4 percent, and post-conversion of the FCCDs into equity shares, 

the promoters of Indian companies were to buy back shares at an agreed option price. The 

option price was stipulated to be such that the investor gets the original investment paid on 

subscription to the FCCDs plus a return of 18 percent per annum. 

 During AY 2011-12, the appellant received interest income of Rs. 60,46,895 from one of the 

three investee companies, and that too for the first half of the year. No other investee 

company paid any interest to the appellant. After due follow up by the appellant, the appellant 

decided to waive its right to receive the interest under a mutual agreement with the investee 

companies, considering the downturn in the real estate market. 

 During the assessment proceedings, the transfer pricing provisions were invoked and the case 

was referred to the Transfer Pricing Officer (TPO) to examine whether or not the international 

transactions entered into by the appellant were at arm’s length. It was held by the TPO that as 

the appellant were to earn an assured return of 18 percent, such 18 percent should be 

considered as an arm’s length price/compensation instead of the coupon rate of 4 percent. 

 Subsequent to the above, the appellant approached the Dispute Resolution Panel (DRP) and 

argued that the TPO, while considering the case, did not take cognizance of certain terms of 

the agreements entered into by the appellant with the investee companies. These were three 

separate and independent, but germane, facts or events which were brought to the attention 

of the DRP:  

─ Subscription to FCCDs bear an annual interest rate of 4 percent; 

─ Conversion of FCCDs into equity is on completion of specified term or as determined by 

the parties to the agreement; and 

─ Post conversion, sale of equity shares by the appellant to the promoters at a consideration 

providing annualized 18 or 19 percent on return on investment. 

 The appellant argued before the DRP that the last two events, stated above, were futuristic 

and contingent and the FCCD subscription agreement clearly provides the conversion 
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mechanism. It was also argued that the agreement specified that the conversion ratio would 

be in accordance with the Controller of Capital Issues (RBI) guidelines and the conversion 

mechanism did not provide for 18 or 19 percent rate of return at the time of conversion.  

 The appellant added that it did not receive the agreed coupon rate of 4 percent during AY 

2011-12, barring a half-year interest from one of the investee companies and the remaining 

investee companies requested for waiver of interest, which was duly granted by the appellant, 

considering the economic situation in the Indian real estate market. It was also stated that 

none of the investments bore any premium on sale of securities. They were sold either at a 

loss or at par to the third parties.  

 The appellant also drew support from Article 11(1) of the India-Cyprus DTAA by stating that 

for the purpose of taxation of interest income in the hands of a non-resident, it is necessary 

that the interest should arise in a contracting state, and the twin conditions of accrual as well 

as the payment should be satisfied.  

 Further, the appellant relied on the decision of the special bench of the ITAT in the case of 

Ashima Syntex to highlight that the FCCDs are not to be repaid, but retained by converting 

them into equity shares. The appellant also argued that increase in interest rate to be charged 

by the appellant would lead to erosion of tax base in India. If it so happens, it would 

contravene the Explanatory Memorandum of the Finance Bill 2002 through which transfer 

pricing provisions were brought in, as it would lead to erosion of the country's tax base.  

 DRP concurred with the appellant’s view and rejected the adjustment proposed by the TPO. 

Aggrieved, the Revenue appealed before the ITAT Delhi bench. 

Ruling of the ITAT  

 The ITAT took cognizance of all the above arguments and materials on record. It agreed with 

the contention of the appellant that two events — conversion of FCCDs into equity shares on 

completion of specified term and post-conversion sale of equity shares to the promoters at 

annualized 18 or 19 percent on return on investment were futuristic and contingent events. 

 The ITAT ruled that the AO/TPO, at no point, established that notional interest satisfy the test 

of income arising or received under the charging provisions of the I-T Act. The ITAT 

emphasised that if income is not taxable in terms of section 4 of the I-T Act, then the 

provisions contained in Chapter X (relating to transfer pricing) cannot be made applicable. 

Consequently, the ITAT ruled that the income chargeable to tax can only be subjected to the 

transfer pricing implications.  

 While passing the above order, the ITAT considered various court cases, namely Pramerica 

ASPF II Cyprus Holding Ltd and Siemens Aktiengesellschaft, to bring out that in line with the 

royalty and fees for technical service, interest income can be taxed only on payment or receipt 

basis.  

 Based on the above, the ITAT held that interest which has actually been received can only be 

the subject of taxation and no TP adjustment should be made merely on hypothetical or 

receivable basis. With this ruling, the DRP order was upheld.  

Conclusion 

The ITAT, in this case, has set the grounds for taxation of interest income. It has invoked the basic 

principle for transfer pricing – that one needs to check whether or not income arising out of a 
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transaction is taxable in India, and only after such determination, can the transfer pricing 

provisions under chapter X of the I-T Act be invoked.    

Judgement: DCIT v M/s. TMW ASPF i Cyprus Holding Company Ltd. (ITA No. 879/Del/2016) & M/s. TMW ASPF i Cyprus 

Holding Company Ltd. v DCIT (Arising out of ITA 879/Del/2016) 

References: Ashima Syntax Ltd. v Assistant Commissioner of Income Tax (100 ITD 247) [2006] (SB); Pramerica ASPF II 

Cyprus Holding Ltd v DCIT, ITA 1824/2016, Bombay HC; DIT v. Siemens Aktiengesellschaft, ITA 124/2010, Bombay HC 
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